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ABSTRACT

Augmented Reality (AR) offers unique opportunities for contribut-

ing to zoos’ objectives of public engagement and education about

animal and conservation issues. However, the diversity of animal

exhibits pose challenges in designing AR applications that are not

encountered in more controlled environments, such as museums.

To support the design of AR applications that meaningfully engage

the public with zoo objectives, we first conducted two scoping re-

views to interrogate previous work on AR and broader technology

use at zoos. We then conducted a workshop with zoo representa-

tives to understand the challenges and opportunities in using AR

to achieve zoo objectives. Additionally, we conducted a field trip to

a public zoo to identify exhibit characteristics that impacts AR ap-

plication design. We synthesise the findings from these studies into

a framework that enables the design of diverse AR experiences. We

illustrate the utility of the framework by presenting two concepts

for feasible AR applications.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Human-centered computing → Mixed / augmented reality;

HCI theory, concepts and models.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Once perceived as places of entertainment and leisure [70], zoos

have evolved to position themselves as centers of conservation,

learning and research [31, 56, 61]. Good, modern zoos care deeply

about their public facing role, especially educating and engaging

visitors on animal, environmental and conservation issues [56, 61].

To this end, zoos are deploying an array of technologies for visitor

education and engagement [32, 35, 63]. Increased HCI attention

to zoos as important sites for informal education [29] intersects

with research into technologies for nature engagement [87], cul-

tural heritage [20, 40, 74, 95], tourism [10], makerspaces [67] and

science museums [93]. Recent scholarship illustrates that new ways

of relating to animals are opened up by technologies such as citi-

zen science [44] apps, cameras for watching backyard wildlife [82],

digital enrichment for zoo animals [42, 84], and curated interac-

tions with animals through technology [21]. However, integrating

technologies into zoo experiences is not always successful, due

to perceived disruption to animals’ natural behaviours [30] and

distraction from visitors’ visual connection with the animals [83].

Augmented reality (AR) capabilities for superimposing digital

content on the user’s real-world view [9] present opportunities

for engaging, interactive experiences which enhance encounters

with animals, rather than interrupting them [9, 83]. However, zoos

present unique design opportunities and challenges which must be

addressed for AR to be adopted successfully in this setting. Firstly,

AR applications should not draw user’s attention excessively to

digital content [6, 76, 77] or create information overload [24, 46]; the

animal should remain the focus of the visitor experience. Secondly,

‘naturalistic’ zoo exhibits (also called third generation zoos), which

attempt to replicate animals’ wild habitats [12], are considered to

be highly effective for visitor learning and engagement [56]. But

the characteristics of these exhibits, such as high foliage density,

distant viewing locations, and opportunities for animals to hide,

present challenges for visitors to observe animals. While AR might

https://doi.org/10.1145/3613904.3642015
https://doi.org/10.1145/3613904.3642015
https://doi.org/10.1145/3613904.3642015
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be beneficial in engaging visitors through rich visualizations and

interactions at such exhibits, there are substantial challenges for

incorporating AR into these complex environments. Thirdly, visitor

areas have characteristics which present limitations to designers:

they are sometimes small and crowded, which prevents interactions

involving large movements, and inhibits presentation of large scale

content such as a life-size giraffe.

In this paper, we aim to better understand how to support the

design of AR applications for engaging visitors with zoo objectives

(or “meaningful zoo experiences” for brevity). We begin with two

scoping reviews of the ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore, Web of

Science, and Design and Applied Arts Index (DAAI) databases. Our

first review focused on the design and use of AR applications for

meaningful zoo experiences. We found there is limited research

on AR for meaningful zoo experiences, with most AR applications

focusing on a slim range of design elements related to AR’s social,

visual, spatial, and interactive capabilities. We conducted a second

review which took a broader look at interactive technologies used

for zoo visitor experiences and identified design themes applicable

to AR technology, encompassing design elements related to per-

spective, visual focus, scope, sociality, interactivity, game elements,

and content type. Together, these reviews provide insights on cur-

rent designs of AR applications for meaningful zoo experiences,

and expand the design space by drawing lessons from use of other

technologies in zoos.

We conducted on-site research at a major public zoo, comprising

a workshop and a field trip. The workshop entailed focus group

discussion and ideation activities with zoo representatives to elicit

their perspectives on how AR applications might be designed to

further the organisation’s objectives and overcome known chal-

lenges. We found that zoo representatives were optimistic about

the use of AR to achieve visitor related zoo objectives, particularly

relating to wildlife education and presenting conservation activi-

ties. However, participants’ design ideas reproduced AR application

elements similar to those found in our first review, but failed to ex-

plore possible designs identified in our second review. Through our

field trip we sought to better understand how the characteristics

of different types of zoo exhibits could affect the deployment of

AR technology. We trialled a state-of-the-art AR device at different

exhibits to assess exhibit affordances in relation to AR. We found

and summarised the exhibit characteristics that affected the use of

AR, to inform future design of AR applications for exhibits with

similar characteristics.

We compiled the findings from the scoping reviews, workshop,

and field trip into a design framework to guide the design of AR ap-

plications for meaningful zoo experiences. The framework consists

of three activities: determining the AR application goal, identi-

fying the exhibit affordances in relation to AR, and deliberating

on possible and desired design elements. We demonstrate the

utility of our framework by presenting two illustrative examples

of AR apps for the zoo—one inspired by prior work and the other

identified during our workshop. Through presenting and discussing

the design framework, we contribute an intuitive and comprehen-

sive tool for future interaction designers and HCI practitioners to

create meaningful AR experiences at the zoo, while benefiting from

a synthesis of prior academic knowledge and first-hand insights

from fieldwork.

2 SCOPING REVIEWS

We conducted two scoping reviews to understand how to design

meaningful AR applications that enhance the zoo experience. Scop-

ing reviews [7] enable us to examine the extent of research activity

on a particular topic, summarise research findings, and identify gaps

in the literature. We reviewed articles from academic databases that

focus on Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) [41], namely the ACM

Digital Library, IEEE Xplore, Web of Science, and Design and Ap-

plied Arts Index (DAAI). Our first review focuses on AR to enhance

the zoo visitor experience, while the second takes a broader look at

technologies deployed for this purpose, to expand the design space

of zoo AR applications. We provide references to all papers in the

Supplementary Material.

2.1 First Review - AR Technology for

Enhancing Zoo Visitor Experience

2.1.1 Sampling. The review spanned papers published between

1980 and 2023. The search was conducted using the search string

“[Full Text: "augmented reality"] AND [Abstract: zoo]” in the databases

listed above.

The initial dataset resulted in a total of 25 papers. This dataset

was imported to Covidence
1
, an online tool supporting literature

reviews. We removed all duplicate instances of a paper and then

screened the papers based on their title and abstract. We followed

up with a full review of the remaining papers. We only included

papers that employed, explored, discussed or conceptualised AR

technology used by visitors/non-experts as part of the zoo experi-

ence.

Our final sample consisted of 11 papers. Figure 1 shows a sum-

mary of the scoping review process for our first review using the Pre-

ferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses

(PRISMA flowchart) [54].

2.1.2 Analysis. We extracted details related to the system descrip-

tion and the intended use of the AR system. We then engaged in

open coding to identify distinct design elements of the studied

or conceptualized AR system. We followed with axial coding to

organize the different codes and form themes [14].

2.1.3 Results. We found that 10 of the 11 included papers employed

or discussed the use of AR technology in mobile devices (such as

smartphones and PDAs). Only one article [4] used a Head-Mounted

Display (HMD), and no articles involved spatially augmented reality

technology [68] (where digital content is directly projected onto

real objects/surfaces). Seven articles described AR systems used

in zoos (in-situ), one article described using AR outside of the zoo

environment (ex-situ), and two articles discussed AR for both in-situ

and ex-situ usage.

We identified four themes related to design elements as the pri-
mary focus of the AR applications:

Location-based: Presenting location-based digital content through
AR was a common design element in the reviewed articles (6/11

papers). For example, Srisuphab et al. [75] designed a navigation sys-

tem that shows points of interest in the real world as seen through

the back camera of an AR smartphone app. Similarly, Fahlquist

1
https://www.covidence.org/
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25 papers 
imported for screening

      
         

22 papers screened

      
         

13  full-text papers
assessed for eligibility

      
         3 duplicates removed

      
         9 papers irrelevant

      
         2 papers excluded

1 Not related to AR technology

1 Not related to zoo-objectives

      11 papers included

(a) The first review focusing on AR technology usage for enhanc-

ing the zoo experience.

      
         

1052 papers 
imported for screening

      
         

993 papers screened

      
         

83  full-text papers
assessed for eligibility

      50 papers included

      
         59 duplicates removed

      
         910 papers irrelevant

      
         33 papers excluded

12 Not related to visitor-oriented
zoo objective

11 Not focused on technology
used

8 Technology not used by 
visitor/non-expert

2 Document unavailable

(b) The second review focusing on the use of broader technology

to enhance the zoo experience.

Figure 1: PRISMA flowcharts

et al. [19] conceptualised the design of an AR system that identified

nearby animals and presented relevant content to the user.

Game elements: Six papers incorporated game elements in AR to

engage or educate users. For instance, Fahlquist et al. [19] concep-

tualized a game where users form teams and collect information

to solve a challenge. The information is presented when the user

points their smartphone at a specific location. The interactions of-

fered in these games primarily use location-based triggers [18, 64]

and/or touch input on the mobile devices [72, 75, 94]. The excep-

tion was Andrade and Shool [4]’s app, in which users controlled

3D models of animals with a magic leap controller.

Social: Two papers discussed AR applications that incorporated

social elements to enhance the visitor experience and learning [18,

64]. On one hand, the design of Perry et al.’s [64] AR game har-

nessed the capabilities of AR for presenting information without

hindering the user’s ability to view, move through, and socially

interact with others around them. On the other hand, Fahlquist

et al. [19] conceptualized a social media AR game to connect the

user to local and remote users.

Content and User Experience: All papers discussed the use of

AR to present visual information (as text, images, video or 2D/3D

visualizations). Only 3 papers discussed how AR content can enable

novel experiences that enhance the zoo experience [4, 19, 64]. As

an example of a game supporting educational goals, Perry et al.

[64] designed a location-based AR game where users play as an

animal escaping from poachers andmust find their way back to their

exhibit while avoiding exhibits housing predators. Another example

is Andrade and Shool [4]’s system, in which users interacted with

3D models of animals to learn about their anatomy and behaviour.

2.1.4 Discussion. The review showed that previous works using

AR applications to enable meaningful zoo experiences primarily

leverage the social, visual, spatial, and interactive capabilities of

AR. However, we see that these works share similarities in their

design elements (e.g. the use of location-based triggers [18, 33,

64]). The design of these applications seems to primarily focus on

explicit means of interaction (touch/controllers) [4, 72, 75, 94] with

limited exploration of implicit interactions beyond location-based

triggers that are afforded by AR devices today, such as gestures and

facial expression recognition that could present new avenues for

interactive and social solutions for enhancing the zoo experience.

This narrow focus suggests challenges in breaking from pre-existing

design patterns and fixations in envisioning future experiences.

We also found zoo objectives strongly influenced the AR appli-

cation design. For example, the use of game elements and location-

based triggers in Perry et al. [64]’s AR game aimed at supporting

children’s learning. Another example is Fahlquist et al. [19]’s con-

cept of an AR system to engage remote zoo visitors for marketing.

This highlights a need to develop a deeper understanding of how

these goals can be incorporated into the design process of such AR

applications.

2.2 Second Review - Technology for Enhancing

the Zoo Visitor Experience

2.2.1 Sampling. Given the small sample of papers that used AR

to enhance the zoo visitor experience, our second review focused

on broader technologies. We restricted our search to 1980 to 2023,

using the search string “[Full Text: technology] AND [Abstract:

zoo]”.

The initial dataset resulted in 1052 papers, which we imported

to Covidence. We removed all duplicate instances of a paper and

then screened the papers based on their title and abstract. A sub-

stantial number of papers (910 papers) were considered irrelevant

for our review based on the title and abstract screening. The large

number of exclusions can be explained by the use of the term ‘zoo’
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for reasons other than referring to an establishment that house

animals. For example, our search returned papers related to ma-

chine learning (“Radio Galaxy Zoo” [2]), face recognition technol-

ogy (“FaceX-Zoo” [48]), and networking papers (“Networked Data

Zoo” [65]). Additionally, our search returned papers that clearly

indicated in their title and abstract that the technology was not used

to enhance the zoo visitor experience. Examples include: ‘Using

technology to monitor and improve zoo animal welfare’ [89] and

‘Assisted reproductive technologies for endangered species conser-

vation’ [28]. We considered these as out of scope for this review. We

followed the title and abstract screening with a full review of the

remaining papers. We only included papers that employ, explore,

discuss or conceptualise technology used by visitors or non-experts

to enhance the zoo experience.

Our final sample consisted of 50 papers. Figure 1 shows a sum-

mary of the scoping review process for our second review using

the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-

Analyses (PRISMA flowchart) [54].

2.2.2 Analysis. Similar to our analysis of the papers sampled in

our first review, we used qualitative methods to create themes

classifying the design and use of technology in enhancing the zoo

visitor experience. Specifically, we used open coding to identify

design elements of the technology described in the papers. We then

used axial coding to group related codes to form themes.

2.2.3 Results. Almost all (49) papers in our sample involved tech-

nology that presented visual content (text, images, video, 2D graph-

ics and/or 3D visualizations). The one exception was a paper that

involved a physical interface (button or lever) to trigger a mechani-

cal enrichment device within an animal’s enclosure. As no digital

technology was used in this paper (both the interaction interface

and the response was physical), we excluded it from further analy-

sis.

The open and axial coding revealed seven themes: perspective,
visual focus, scope, interactivity, social, game elements and content
type. We elaborate on them below.

Perspective. Refers to the design of technology that enables users

to experience different points of view. Previous works have used

technology to show users how animals see the world [49, 50, 92], or

to embody animals [3, 11, 64]. For example, Kasuga et al. [36] cre-

ated virtual reality (VR) videos of various animals’ eyesight, colour

vision and dynamic vision. Other works explored how different

perspectives can support users in learning abstract concepts. For

example, Allison et al. [3] designed a VR system in which users

embodied an adolescent gorilla and learned about the social hier-

archies in gorilla tribes through implicit interactions with other

gorillas. Other works leveraged technology to better communicate

the work of zoo experts. For instance, Whitehouse et al. [88] de-

signed a game on an interactive public display through which users

“became” primate researchers to better empathise with what the

work entails. Visitors could navigate a stylized map on the display

and engage with quiz games related to the researcher’s life in the

wild.

Visual Focus. Refers to the design of technology based on the

focal point of attention of the user. Technology in previous works

has either focused the users’ view of the animal and the exhibit [22,

35, 83] or on the technology [3, 4, 49, 50, 88]. A key motivator for

using AR technologies at zoos is not hindering visual connection

with animals [83]. For example, Fu et al. [22]’s AR app overlaid

text or 2D graphics on animals detected via a smartphone without

obstructing the view of the animal. However, technology has also

been used to present animal visualizations as an alternative when

observing a real animal is impossible. For example, Tanaka et al. [78]

presented a web-based system that displayed penguins’ anatomy

and behaviour as 2D graphics and animations.

Scope. Refers to the area where the technology will be used. Prior
works deployed technology in a small area of the zoo [32], a section

of the zoo encompassing multiple exhibits [34], or in the entirety of

the zoo [75]. For example, Jimenez Pazmino et al. [32]’s system vi-

sualised the challenges faced by polar bears due to global warming.

The system was used in place, so the user did not need to move to

interact with the system. In contrast, other applications encouraged

visitors to move around the zoo. Kapoun and Kapounová [34]’s mo-

bile app helped users understand abstract zoological concepts, such

as ecological links and food chains. The application guided users

to locations in the zoo based on zoological relationships (ecological

links or food chains) and presented visualizations of zoological

relationships using dynamic semantic networks. Additionally, Kim

et al. [39]’s system used RFID to locate users within the zoo and

present relevant educational content.

Social. Refers to the design of technology to facilitate or en-

courage social interactions. Previous works have facilitated social

interactions for teaching visitors [64], sharing content with other

visitors [58, 59], and playing zoo-related games [19]. Many of these

aim to facilitate in-person social interactions. For instance, Perry

et al. [64]’s AR app was used to facilitate learning about zoo objec-

tives while engaged in a location-based game. Different subgroups

of the same learning group received information about the game

and were encouraged to share that with other groups.

Other works encouraged remote social interactions. For exam-

ple, Ren et al. [69] designed a mobile application where users in the

zoo could interact with remote users to share their experiences. We

also found technology used to support interactions between the

visitor and docents [32].

Interactivity. Refers to the degree of interaction designed into

the experience. We found three kinds of interaction: passive, active

stationary, and active mobile interactions. We refer to experiences

delivered through technology whose design does not involve user

interactions as passive. For example, Perdue et al. [63] explored the

effectiveness of video presentations on visitor knowledge about

the presented topic. Active stationary interactions involve gestures,

touch or buttons but can be accessed from a single location. For

instance, in Chang et al. [13], users actively interacted with a digital

zoo using gestures, but they had to stand in front of a Kinect sensor.

Finally, active mobile interactions require the user to interact from

different locations. For example, Pishtari et al. [66]’s location-based

mobile system required users to move to different areas of the zoo

to interact with game content placed by a game creator.

Game Elements. Refers to the use of game elements in the system

design. Examples of such game elements include quizzes [78–80, 88],
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competitive team-based tasks [19] and location-based game me-

chanics [64]. These works include both collaborative and individual

examples. The systems described by Perry et al. [64] and [19] de-

scribe location-based games designed for collaborative play. Both

systems used mobile devices to present information but differed

in that in Perry et al.’s [64] users worked towards a common goal,

while in Fahlquist et al.’s [19] teams competed against each other.

Single-player games included Long and Gooch’s [50] educational

simulation in which individual users switched between human and

bee vision to find relevant game objects.

Content Type. Refers to the type of content delivered through

the technology. The types of content explored in previous works

can be broadly categorized as visual or auditory. For example, Long

et al. [49] used visual content to simulate the cat visual system and

show four key differences (colour, luminance, blur and field of view)

between the human and feline systems. In contrast, Pendse et al.

[62] created a novel experience for an accessible aquarium. They

map between different characteristics of fish and unique notes to

enable visitors to ‘hear’ the presence of different fish. For exam-

ple, smaller fish were associated with higher pitches, while quick

movements led to a faster tempo [62].

2.2.4 Discussion. By considering a broader range of technologies,

this second review revealed a wider design space of potential ap-

plications little explored in an AR context (e.g. the use of differ-

ent perspectives in educational experiences with other technolo-

gies [3, 49, 50, 92], despite its feasibility in AR). Similarly, examples

of novel interactions in AR applications are scarce compared to

other technologies. This can be seen in the range of interactions

implemented in other technologies (implicit [3], multi-gesture [13],

etc.). This suggests an opportunity to support the design of novel

AR applications by leveraging the lessons learnt from other tech-

nologies.

Similar to the applications found in our first review (section 2.1),

zoo objectives largely influenced the design elements used in the

technological implementation. We also found that the design of

the technology for meaningful zoo experiences was influenced

by the animal(s) that the experience was concerned with. This

suggests that, in addition to the objectives of the zoo, there is a

need to understand and consider design elements in relation to the

animal(s) that the experience is centered on.

3 WORKSHOP

Although the ideas identified within the literature reflect the po-

tential that researchers and technologists see in the use of AR at

the zoo, they might not necessarily reflect the views of zoo stake-

holders, such as senior managers or those in charge of the visitor

experience. These staff members are involved in shaping zoo objec-

tives and are knowledgeable about the challenges zoos face in terms

of visitor engagement, education and conservation understanding.

The adoption of AR technology in zoos, therefore, largely depends

on whether the technology aids in achieving the organisation’s

objectives. As such, it is important to equip AR developers and

designers with tools that would enable them to better understand

and address the concerns and objectives of zoo representatives.

Therefore, we conducted a workshop to capture existing challenges

faced by zoos, understand opportunities for using AR at the zoo,

and gain insights on prospective AR experience design ideas, as

seen from the perspective of key stakeholders.

3.1 Method

We conducted our workshop at Melbourne Zoo with seven rep-

resentatives from their team, facilitated by a member of the re-

search team and an external expert. Both facilitators specialize in

Animal-Computer Interaction (ACI) in zoos and HCI focusing on

AR technology. The zoo representatives included the senior man-

ager of digital engagement, one representative from the community

conservation campaigns team and one from the schools’ education

program, three representatives of the visitor experience team, and

a manager in the business applications team.

The workshop lasted two hours in total. Representatives were

first informed of the purpose and activities of the workshop, and

were asked to provide verbal consent to participate. In advance

of the workshop, researchers provided a briefing document which

outlined the capabilities of AR technologies, images of AR head-

mounted devices and AR overlays, and examples of AR applications

including several Snap “Lenses”. Participants tried a head-mounted

AR device and discussed its capabilities, such as overlaying or an-

choring digital content onto the user’s real-world surroundings.

We used the Snap Spectacles 2021
2
for their portable form factor

3
,

resembling a regular pair of glasses. We also chose the Spectacles

because they are smaller and lighter than other AR displays, such

as the Microsoft HoloLens 2
4
or the Magic Leap

5
. We then pre-

sented the current capabilities of the Snap Spectacles and how these

compared to other visions of AR technology (as seen in movies

and other cultural media). We used a selection of existing AR ap-

plications (called Snap Lenses) to demonstrate the features of the

device.

We conducted three workshop activities, the design of which

was informed by our previous engagements with Zoos, to explore

how future AR-based experiences might contribute to the zoo’s

mission and the visitor experience, paying particular attention to

the social and interactive dimensions of the visit. We first asked

participants to discuss current challenges related to visitors’ en-

counters with animals, interactions with zoo experts (e.g. “keeper

talks”) and social interactions within visitor groups. We then asked

them to identify possible opportunities to leverage AR to further the

zoo’s objectives. Finally, we led an ideation session on different AR

application designs to address challenges and seize opportunities.

We asked participants to note their ideas on post-it notes, as well

as describing them to the group.

The workshop was audio recorded and a researcher took ad-

ditional notes during the meeting, gathered post-its, and ensured

that all participants’ responses were fully represented in the data

collected, with reference to the workshop transcript. After the

workshop, we clustered the notes using affinity mapping to develop

categories of findings relevant to challenges, opportunities, and

design ideas [27, 51]. Through the affinity mapping process, we

identified 5 challenges that ARmight address, 11 potential strategies

2
https://docs.snap.com/spectacles/about

3
https://docs.snap.com/spectacles/guides/general/technical-specifications

4
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/hololens/hololens2-hardware

5
https://www.magicleap.com/device
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for using AR in zoos, and 18 design ideas relating to the challenges

and strategies based on the zoo representatives’ responses. We pre-

pared summaries of key findings, distributed these documents to

workshop participants and elicited their feedback, from which we

further refined the findings.

3.2 Findings

Participants identified five challenges faced by the Zoo: remote

attendance, multilingual accessibility, communication of conser-

vation efforts, way-finding, and engagement with wildlife not on

display. The first challenge was to enable visitors who could not

attend an exhibit at a specific time to still have access to keeper

talks. Keeper talks are live presentations by zoo experts and have

been recognized as an important tool that zoos use to educate visi-

tors [63]. The second was to expand multilingual access, especially

for local, culturally, and linguistically diverse communities and

schools. A third was related to communicating the relationship

between the exhibited animals and the broader zoo’s conservation

efforts. For example, engaging visitors to the orangutan exhibit

with the zoo’s conservation efforts on preventing habitat loss. The

fourth was to improve way-finding within the zoo, as its large and

complex layout might lead visitors to miss exhibits. The final chal-

lenge was to enable visitors to build a connection with and engage

in conservation efforts relating to wildlife not being exhibited. For

example, a species of concern is the “Golden-rayed blue butterfly”,

which cannot be housed at the zoo due to its dependency on a

specific food source.

Participants identified ways AR technologies might enhance the

zoo visitor experience. These opportunities were either directly re-

lated to the challenges or proposed novel ways in which AR could

create meaningful experiences. Opportunities to address challenges

included an AR guide to lead visitors around the zoo (way-finding);

an augmented installation at the butterfly house to see the “Golden-

rayed blue butterfly”; a virtual zookeeper that could present keeper

talks in different languages to visitors; enabling visitors to explore

virtual environments to learn about conservation work that takes

place outside the zoo (including release and rehabilitation of en-

dangered species); and enabling visitors to take on the role of zoo

conservation professionals in a virtual experience outside the zoo

(e.g., wildlife rescue).

The themes observed in opportunities not related to the identified

challenges included: a shared view of 3D visualizations of animals;

educational games on topics of environmental concern (such as

removing virtual plastic pollution frommarine exhibits), or creating

connections with animals that are not often on exhibit (such as

providing enrichment or care to meet specific animal needs); and

gesture-based interactions for presenters to aid visitors in seeing

and noticing specific elements of exhibits or presentations.

We identified three major themes on design ideas after grouping

responses during affinity mapping. These themes were centred on

the educational goals of the zoo: animal-focused, environmental,

and conservation. Animal-focused concepts include educational AR

applications that use 3D visualizations to show animals, their be-

haviours or physiology. Generated design ideas include visualizing

animals at different stages of their life cycle (e.g. the metamorphosis

of a butterfly) or presenting visualizations of physiological phenom-

ena (e.g. an elephant’s gestation). Environmental concepts included
ideas that showed the impacts of environmental change on animals

and the effects of environmental enrichment on animal welfare.

Finally, concepts around conservation included ideas for supporting

conservation optimism for visitors and enabling visitors to connect

with researchers in-situ to learn about conservation actions.

3.3 Discussion

The workshop revealed that zoo representatives saw potential in

using AR to provide education and awareness to visitors, engage

visitors through novel experiences, and enhance existing experiences
with different aspects of wildlife, including their environments and

conservation efforts. We observed that the majority of ideas fo-

cused on design elements that appear in previous works using AR

in the context of zoos (section 2.1). For example, multiple ideas used

AR content [73, 94] to educate visitors about wildlife phenomena

(elephant calf gestation or the life-cycle of a butterfly), animals that

were not housed at the zoo (golden-rayed blue butterfly), or an ani-

mal’s natural environment using digital visualizations. These ideas,

however, did not explore how AR could enable novel visualization

experiences unattainable with cheaper technology, such as a video.

Other ideas leveraged AR for enabling more engaging experi-

ences, such as an AR game where users “remove balloons from

seal tanks”. However, these were also similar to previous work, in

that the interactions offered were largely explicit [4, 94]. Further,

some ideas aimed to enhance the visitors’ experience by assisting

users with finding their way around the zoo or by enabling users to

access content presented in languages not familiar to them. These

ideas were also found in the literature [72, 75].

These similarities seem to suggest that stakeholders struggle

to incorporate design elements that are beyond the immediate

affordances of AR, i.e., displaying visual content or enabling explicit

interaction. As such, there is a need to support the design of broader

applications of AR in providing experiences that are relevant to the

zoo’s mission.

Despite the similarities observed between the workshop ideas

and prior work, a few new opportunities and ideas also surfaced.

These proposed exploratory experiences in AR that facilitate better

understanding and engagement with conservation efforts. Ideas

such as the “visitor island journey” enable users to explore (rather

than just view) virtual environments to learn about conservation.

While ideas such as the “mission with a marine rescue unit” aimed

to foster conservation optimism by having users virtually experi-

ence wildlife rescue. However, these ideas presented concepts that

were more fitting for virtual reality technology, and participants

did not specify how the capabilities of AR could be leveraged for

these experiences. This further indicates the need to support design-

ers and developers in better understanding the needs and wants

of the zoo in order to create AR applications for meaningful zoo

experiences.
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4 EXHIBIT CHARACTERISTICS AND AR

APPLICATION DESIGN

Exhibits in modern zoos vary significantly depending on the needs

of the animal they house [56]. For example, exhibits vary in the bar-

riers between the visitor and the animals—from letting visitors into

the enclosure to blocking it with fences—and the amount of natural

light, from bright outdoor spaces to completely dark ‘caves’. These

characteristics create challenges and opportunities for AR
6 7 8

.

Differences in animal behaviour should also be considered in

the design of AR applications. For example, exhibits that house

less active animals can benefit from interventions to elicit visitors’

interest [92]. To better understand how exhibit characteristics shape

the challenges and opportunities for AR applications, we conducted

a field trip to Melbourne Zoo, as an example of a third-generation

zoo with modern enclosures [12]. Our research team has visited

multiple zoos around the world as part of their research [85, 86]

and chose Melbourne Zoo based on its capacity and experience in

successful digital initiatives, and its inclusion of varied exhibits,

animal species and spaces.

4.1 Method

Ourmethod combined a field trip [17] and first-hand experience [37]

to gain insights on how exhibit characteristics can influence AR

design. Conducting a field trip enables researchers to develop an

understanding of a particular setting in a limited period of time [17].

Two members of our research team conducted a field trip to Mel-

bourne Zoo and were accompanied by a specialist in animal wel-

fare science with extensive knowledge of the exhibits and animals

housed there. We asked the specialist to guide us through exhibits

with distinct characteristics, enabling us to capture observational

notes. We visited more than one exhibit with similar characteristics,

as per the suggestions of the specialist, to ascertain that we did

not miss any important exhibit characteristic. We spent a total of 4

hours at the zoo [17] and visited 21 exhibits of diverse design, hous-

ing animals from diverse habitats. We took multiple photographs

of each exhibit and made observational notes on the physical and

contextual characteristics of each exhibit.

Additionally, we used first-hand experience to better understand

the user’s perspective when using technology in a specific con-

text or setting [37]. During our visit, we used an AR device (Snap

Spectacles 2021) to observe how different exhibit characteristics

might affect the use of AR applications. We noted observations

on the challenges and opportunities for the display and interac-

tion with multimedia AR content. We focused on characteristics

that were physical—relating to factors known to affect AR applica-

tions
6 7 8

(such as lighting)—and contextual—such as visitor density

and animal behaviour. Figure 2 shows images from the field trip.

4.2 Analysis

Our visit resulted in 21 pages of notes and 80 exhibit photographs.

Our observations consisted of structured notes (e.g. “What type

of crowd flow does the exhibit afford? Walk past, walk through,

6
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/hololens/hololens-environment-considerations

7
https://docs.snap.com/spectacles/guides/lens-studio-integration/lenses-for-

spectacles/

8
https://developers.google.com/ar/design/environment/definition

in and out, or other”) and unstructured observations. We began

by pooling our data and discussing salient observations. We then

employed the general inductive approach [81] to analyse our data.

This involved segmenting our data based on the exhibit character-

istics that affected AR usage. We used open coding to label each

segment to create categories (e.g. sunlight, shadows, dark exhibits,

vocalization), and further refined our categories by reducing over-

lap and creating more generalized categories (e.g., ‘lighting’ was

a general categorization for labels ‘sunlight’, ‘shadows’, and ‘dark

exhibit’). We then engaged in multiple discussions and whiteboard-

ing sessions to consolidate any inconsistent categorizations and

develop a set of key exhibit characteristics that affect the design of

AR applications. Each whiteboarding session consisted of one or

both of the researchers who visited the zoo along with 1-3 other

researchers. All researchers had access to the data and categories

that were previously agreed upon. Each session involved grouping

related codes into categories, identifying exhibit characteristics

related to the categories, and deliberating on the effects of the ex-

hibit characteristics on AR usage. We iterated this process until

we reached a shared view of exhibit characteristics that affect the

design of AR applications.

Our analysis identified six key characteristics that can influence

the design of AR applications for the zoo. We categorized these

characteristics as either physical or contextual:

4.3 Physical Characteristics

Physical and environmental factors are known to affect the design

of AR applications
6 7 8

. We had first-hand experience of these issues

in our field trip, outlined below.

4.3.1 Lighting. Lighting is an important consideration when de-

signing for AR applications, especially in outdoor settings with

natural light sources [23]. Documentation related to most state-of-

the-art AR devices and APIs also suggests extensive considerations

related to lighting
6 7 8

. As such, zoo exhibits present substantial

challenges in integrating AR technology due to diverse lighting

conditions that cater for the needs of different animals species. For

instance, foliage within the animal’s enclosure creates pockets of

shade that can create complex lighting profiles that impact the pre-

sentation of visual content using AR. We observed four factors that

affect the lighting in zoo exhibits: exhibit features, weather, time of

day, and foliage density and type.

We observed how exhibit features, such as their location in-

doors or outdoors, the amount of artificial lighting, and the type of

overhead enclosure used at an exhibit (none, overhead net, metal

meshes) affect the amount of light that enters the exhibit. Addi-

tionally, weather conditions (sunny, cloudy, etc.) and time of day

(morning, dusk, etc.) determine the degree of natural light present

at the exhibit (though this was only applicable for outdoor exhibits).

Finally, we observed how the type of foliage and its density can

cast varying degrees of shadows within the exhibit.

We found that the different lighting profiles created through the

interaction of the above factors influence the visibility of the real

surroundings (animal/exhibit) and the visual content displayed via

AR. For example, presenting visual content in an indoor exhibit

with minimal artificial lighting hinders the view of the real animal.

This was observed even on the lowest brightness settings of the
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(a) The aviary exhibit with a mesh barrier.

(b) The elephant exhibit uses fences and

consists of relatively little foliage.

(c) The lion exhibit with glass barriers be-

tween visitors and the animal.

(d) Lemur island exhibit is a walk-through

exhibit with no barriers between the visi-

tors and the animals.

(e) An exhibit featuring a relatively small

viewing area that could accommodate only

a small number of visitors.

(f) The Coatis exhibit consists of dense fo-

liage and complex enrichment (tunnels) for

the housed animal.

Figure 2: Image showing the different types of exhibits observed at Melbourne Zoo.

Snap Spectacles. As another example, we found that the visibility

of the real animal/surroundings was not compromised when pre-

senting visual content in the brightest settings in outdoor settings

with adequate natural light. However, the presence of shade cast

by foliage or overhead enclosures would require us to lower the

brightness in order to continue viewing the real animal without

difficulties.

4.3.2 Viewing area size. The size of the visitor viewing area can

influence both the visualizations and the interactions that can be

incorporated into AR. Firstly, the size of the available viewing

area affects the size and animations afforded to AR visualizations.

This is an important consideration, especially when presenting

AR content is not possible within the exhibit (due to barriers or

foliage for example – see figure 2e). Secondly, the size of the viewing

area can also limit the amount of interaction and movement that

the application can require from visitors. For example, we found

that AR applications that require large-scale movement are not

meaningful in exhibits with smaller viewing platforms.

4.3.3 Exhibit Barriers. The type of barrier (none, glass, fence, fence
+ moat, mesh) separating the visitor and the animals is also an

influencing factor that can shape the available experiences afforded

by AR. For example, we observed that we could still scan the floor

surface of the animal enclosure through a glass barrier (figure 2c)

using the Snap Spectacles 2021, which enabled us to register visual

content to it. The same could not be achieved when the exhibit

used a mesh barrier (figure 2a). We also observed that mesh barriers

limited the view of the animal which could affect AR functions that

take advantage of animal detection (Snapchat’s animal detection for

example
9
). Additionally, the type of barrier limited the interactions

that could be performed by users safely. For instance, interactions

requiring large amounts of movement may not be safe without

barriers between the visitors and the animals (e.g., Lemur island,

figure 2d).

4.4 Contextual Characteristics

Contextual factors, such as the popularity of the housed animal

or the exhibit’s proximity to other zoo attractions and amenities

(such as cafes) also affect the interactions and content that could be

meaningfully incorporated into AR. The following are the key con-

textual characteristics that we found could affect the AR experience

at different exhibits.

4.4.1 Crowd Density. The number of people gathered at exhibit

platforms and viewpoints limits the visualizations that can be pre-

sented on the AR device. The presence of other visitors hinders the

surface tracking of the AR device due to the lack of visibility of the

floor and other surfaces. This in turn disrupted the registration of

the visual content to the surface, affecting the overall AR experi-

ence. Additionally, as optical see-through AR displays (such as the

9
https://docs.snap.com/lens-studio/references/guides/lens-features/machine-

learning/model-zoo/
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Snap Spectacles 2021) feature an additive display, visitors moving

behind digital content could still be seen, resulting in a less immer-

sive experience. Large numbers of visitors also limit the range of

interactions available to the user. For example, large movements

create the risk of bumping into others.

4.4.2 Noise. The noise around the exhibit affects the presentation

of audio content in AR. Zoos involve several sources of noise (crowd

chatter, animal vocalization, nearby keeper talks and audio mes-

sages played from installations within the exhibit). For example,

we observed that exhibits housing vocal animals, such as the ‘Black

and White Ruffed Lemur’, resulted in a sporadically noisy environ-

ment that can affect audio content presented on the AR application,

especially if the audio content could not be replayed. Other exhibits,

such as the aviary, were located close to a cafe, resulting in a con-

stant stream of sound from the visitors having conversations. As

such, exhibits close to the potentially noisy visitor facilities may

be less appropriate for AR applications designed to present audio

content.

4.4.3 Animal Behaviour. The behaviour of the animal, specifically

in relation to how visible and active they are, can indirectly influ-

ence the afforded AR experiences of the exhibit. This is because

highly active and visible animals, such as the elephants at the ele-

phant paddocks, drew large crowds and created a generally noisy

environment. This in turn creates considerations for our previous

two characteristics (crowd density and noise). Additionally, we ob-

served that passive (e.g. tortoises) or hidden animals (e.g. wombats)

lead to shorter visits. We observed this at the coati exhibit, where

the animal was hard to see amidst the dense foliage and complex

enclosure design (figure 2f). Such exhibits present opportunities

to incorporate AR applications designed to capture the user’s full

attention, without concerns related to drawing attention away from

the animal or the animal’s behaviour.

4.5 Discussion

Our findings suggest that different exhibit characteristics can in-

fluence the viability of AR content presentations and interactions.

Exhibit characteristics were also observed to interact with other ex-

hibit characteristics that resulted in a compounded effect on AR use.

For instance, large digital visualizations and exaggerated physical

interactions in AR were enabled in exhibits with sufficient visitor
platform size, but was mitigated by high crowd density. As such,
assessing a subset of the exhibit characteristics may not suffice in

distilling appropriate designs for AR applications.

Additionally, we found that exhibit characteristics highlighted

challenges and illuminated opportunities for AR application design.

As an example, exhibits with mesh barriers present challenges in

registering digital content within the animal enclosure in AR, but

are well suited for applying methods related to AR in concealing

the barrier, such as with diminished reality [55]. Similarly, exhibits

with less active animals (animal behaviour), allow for rich visual-

izations related to the animal in AR to educate and extend visitor

engagement with the animal exhibit [92].

Finally, we found that the challenges observed with different

exhibit characteristics were largely associated with the different

limitations of AR technology. Certain exhibit characteristics, such

as crowd density, exhibit barriers, and lighting, were observed to

exacerbate known limitations of AR technology, such as additive

displays for optical-see through AR devices, content visualization

challenges in natural light, and surface tracking issues. While such

limitations are heavily dependent on different AR technologies, the

assessment and consideration of different exhibit characteristics

would provide valuable insights that can be accounted for in AR

application designs.

5 DESIGN FRAMEWORK FOR AR

APPLICATIONS AT THE ZOO

Our first scoping review (section 2.1) and workshop with zoo per-

sonnel together indicate that HCI designers and zoos are addressing

only a small proportion of the broad opportunities that AR offers

for creating diverse and meaningful visitor experiences (section 2.2).

To expand the design space of AR applications for zoos and sup-

port the development of diverse and meaningful AR applications

for zoos, we present a design framework based on our scoping

reviews, workshop and field trip. The framework consists of three

stages, each involving two activities. Each activity in turn is con-

cerned with three elements relevant to designing AR applications

for meaningful zoo experiences. These stages include determining

the application goal, identifying exhibit affordances, and deliberat-

ing on design elements. We discuss each stage in turn, the activities

involved and their role within the framework.

5.1 Stages of the Framework

Application Goal. This stage of the framework involves setting

the purpose of the AR application by considering the application’s

targets (visitors, subject, and setting), and the underlying zoo ob-

jectives (education & awareness, provide novel experiences and/or

enhancing existing experiences). Identifying the target visitor type

(individuals, children [64, 78], etc.) and/or groups (couples, families,

school groups, etc. [22]), zoo subject (specific animals, exhibits, habi-

tats, conservation efforts, information boards - exhibit signage, zoo

map, etc.) and audience setting (in-situ or ex-situ) has been shown

to influence the design of applications in prior work (section 2), and

will help determine the available affordances and inform decisions

related to AR application design. For instance, an AR application

aimed at engaging visiting (in-situ setting) families (visitor group)

with a specific animal habitat (zoo subject) could leverage design

elements that foster social interactions within family units and

use engaging game elements at locations that include the target

habitat.

Aligning the application with specific zoo objectives is an essen-

tial activity that ensures the application design is not separated from

the zoo’s mission. Based on the findings of our workshop and scop-

ing reviews, we categorize visitor related zoo objectives broadly into

education & awareness, engagement through novel experiences

and enhancing existing experience (see section 3). Aligning one

or more of these objectives with the application’s goal introduces

unique sets of design considerations that interact with the consider-

ations arising from the application’s targets. As an example, Tanaka

et al. [78] noted that children (visitor type) visiting the zoo (in-situ)

struggle with scientific observations (zoo objective), and designed a

web-based system that incorporates quiz-styled game elements to
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Figure 3: The design framework we propose consists of three activities - determine application goal, identify exhibit

affordances and deliberate on design elements.

support learning (zoo objective) about the anatomy and behaviour

of penguins (zoo subject) through visual content.

Exhibit Affordances. This stage of the framework is concerned

with the affordances of the exhibit relevant to AR. It involves as-

sessing the impacts of the characteristics of the selected exhibit(s)

on AR. The exhibit(s) where the application will be used influences

both the application goal(s) and the feasible design elements. For

instance, there may be only one exhibit deemed safe to incorpo-

rate AR (which determines/shapes our target zoo subject), due to

issues like tripping hazards, animal barriers and so on. As such,

the application must be designed to meaningfully integrate with

the exhibit and the animal it houses, thus shaping the technology’s

affordances.

Our field trip (section 4) revealed that there are two broad cate-

gories of exhibit characteristics — physical and contextual charac-

teristics — that impact the affordances of AR. Physical characteristic

include elements related to lighting (which effects visibility of visual
content/target zoo subject), viewing area size (affecting available

interactions and size of visual content), and exhibit barriers (af-
fecting presented content, available interactions, and user’s visual

focus). Contextual characteristics include elements related to crowd
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density (affecting available visualizations and interactions), noise
(affecting auditory content presentation), and animal behaviour
(informing considerations related to content type, visual focus, and

interactivity). The effect of such characteristics can introduce new

affordances and non-affordances for the design of AR (detailed in

section 4). For instance, exhibits housing animals that are difficult to

observe (shy/nocturnal) present opportunities to display engaging

visual content in AR without concern of drawing attention away

from the real animal. However, exhibits characterised by noisy envi-

ronments, as a result of either highly vocal animals or large crowd

densities, can restrict the use of auditory design elements in AR.

Design Elements. This stage of the framework supports the choice

of design elements for the AR experience. We draw on the find-

ings of our second scoping review to help identify desired design

elements based on two factors: How the AR content is designed

to affect visitor behaviour and how the information related to the

AR content is designed to be perceived by visitors. These two fac-

tors are based on the common themes related to design elements

found during our second scoping review (section 2.2). Specifically,

themes related to visual focus, scope, social, interactivity,

and game elements are concerned with user behaviour (including

visual behaviour), while themes related to perspective, and con-

tent type are primarily concerned with how users perceive the

presented information. The consideration of these factors aims to

support developers in selecting appropriate design elements based

on how they wish their users to respond and parse the presented

information.

The framework highlights the need to consider visitor behaviour

in relation to their visual focus, social behaviour, and their physical
actions. Understanding how the desired design elements affect user

behaviour will shape decision related to application goal and exhibit

affordances. For instance, selecting design elements that require

visitors to be highly interactive (affect on physical actions) may

limit the available exhibits based on the exhibit’s characteristics

and in turn affect our choice of target zoo subjects.
Another important activity in this part of the framework is con-

sidering how users perceive the presented information. The content

may be designed to present implicit and/or explicit information to

the user in different types (audio, text, image, video, 2D/3D visu-

alization, etc.). For example, using real-time audio or visual (type)
navigation in AR with a digital-twin of an exhibit space (as was

achieved by Andreasen et al. [5] and Rosenkvist et al. [71] in a vir-

tual environment) can present relevant information about how bats

perceive their world implicitly. Identifying how the user perceives

the information presented can impact other stages of the design

framework. For instance, presenting information in the form of text

(type) may shift visitors’ focus to the content, and affect consider-

ations such as visitor type (in relation to accessibility), or exhibit

choice (if lighting conditions hinder visual content presentation).

5.2 Guidelines for Using the Framework

Our framework does not prescribe the need to begin at any par-

ticular stage. This enables designers to use the framework based

on their specific needs and circumstances. For example, designers

addressing stakeholders’ need to facilitate visitor learning could

start with the application goal stage of the framework, whereas the

availability of limited exhibits to host AR experiences may lead

designers to start with the exhibit affordances stage. This flexibil-
ity, however, could make the framework difficult to navigate and

use. As such, we offer the following guidelines as a set of steps to

support the use of our framework, irrespective of which stage the

designer begins at.

1. Determine the stage of the framework whose activities need

to be carried out based on current knowledge of application goal,
exhibit affordances or design elements. A stage can be selected based

on stakeholder or designer preferences, or the selection could be

directed by specific requirements and restrictions. For example, the

limited availability of suitable exhibits for AR applications could

necessitate starting at the exhibit affordances stage of the frame-

work.

2. Conduct the activities associated with the selected stage. The

activities aid in exploring, understanding and setting key factors

that may influence the design of an AR application. As an example,

the activities involved in the application goal stage of the framework

support consideration of different zoo objectives (e.g., education,

enhancing a zoo experience, and/or providing more engaging expe-

riences), different target visitor types/groups, different target zoo

subjects, and considerations related to in-situ and ex-situ settings.

3. Aggregate the insights gained from the activities of the se-

lected stage with insights gained from any previous stages of the

framework that have been carried out. The aggregated insights

provide an overview of the current considerations necessary for

shaping the desired AR application. For example, if the consider
visitor behaviour activity in the design elements stage leads to a fo-

cus on elements that encourage social behaviours between visiting

groups, then the assess physical characteristics activity in the exhibit
affordances stage would be limited to exhibits that have sufficiently

large viewing platforms with higher crowd densities.
The use of our design framework, complemented by the pro-

posed guidelines, results in the identification of key challenges and

opportunities associated with the design of AR applications for en-

hancing the zoo experience. These insights are intended to support

stakeholders, designers, and developers in expanding the design

space of AR solutions for zoo-related objectives.

6 THE DESIGN FRAMEWORK IN PRACTICE

The motivation for our framework is rooted in the limited range of

AR applications to enhance zoo experiences observed in prior work

(section 2.1), and during our workshop (section 3). To showcase how

our framework can be used, we present two examples that illustrate

how the framework can be used to arrive at novel AR applications.

The first example is inspired by objectives related to educating
visitors on animal characteristics that may not be observable during

a zoo visit [4, 78–80]. The second example demonstrates how the

framework can be used to capitalize on accessibility challenges

identified by stakeholders during our workshop (section 3). The

use of examples to demonstrate the utility of design spaces and

frameworks in generating multiple new designs is common practice

in HCI [15, 16, 26], and allows for a broader perspective on the

framework’s utility when applied to different cases, as opposed to

the implementation and evaluation of a single solution generated

from the framework [57].
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(a) The first idea incorporates perspective, visual content and interactive design elements in anAR application.

The application enables the user to wear an AR headset and switch between human vision and infrared

thermal vision, viewing a virtual prey (a small rodent) as if they had the same capabilities as snakes with

pit organs.

P1

P2

P1

P2

(b) The second idea includes the perspective, visual content, social, interactive, game and visual focus design
elements in the proposed AR application. Users play against a timer or against each other to find a set

amount of prey. This image depicts users wearing AR headsets and playing against others. Users have a

limited amount of time to use their “infrared heat vision” to aid in their search. A user wins the game by

finding all prey before the timer, or before their opponent.

Figure 4: Illustration of the two distinct design ideas for an AR application to teach users about pit organs, which are present in

certain species of snakes. In both ideas, the users are envisaged to be wearing an AR headset like the Microsoft Hololens or

Snap Spectacles. The ideas were generated through activities detailed in our design framework.

6.1 Example 1: Unobservable Animal

Characteristics

Animals possess physiological, behavioural and social characteris-

tics different from humans. Some characteristics, such as the social

hierarchy of gorilla tribes [3] or the vision of cats [49], are difficult

to observe and understand from a visit to the zoo or from reading

text. In this example, we consider one such characteristic that is

unique to certain species of snakes: the pit organ. The pit organ is a

specialized organ that enables snakes to detect prey based on their

body heat (infrared sensing). While this is relatively easy to imag-

ine for individuals familiar with thermal imaging, it may be less

so for people who have no prior experience with such techniques.

Therefore, the objective of this example is to provide a way for zoo

visitors to learn about pit organs.
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To design an AR application to achieve the specified objective,

we employ the design framework and our associated guidelines. We

first determine that we start with the application goal stage of the
framework, as our current knowledge specifies one of the key zoo
objectives i,e., to educate users about pit organs.We then conduct the

remaining activities associated with that stage. For this example,

we will not be concerned with providing a novel experience or

enhancing an existing experience through the AR application, but

will focus on facilitating learning through the AR application. We

then identify that the target visitor type/group are individuals who

are physically visiting the zoo (in-situ target setting). Given that the

goal is to educate visitors on the functions of pit organs, we can

either set our target zoo subject to snake species with pit organs,

or prey species to snakes with pit organs. Choosing the former

(exhibit housing the snake with pit organs) would enable presenting

relevant information about pit organs while the visitor observes

the snake. Choosing the latter enables the use of AR to demonstrate

how pit organs are used to detect prey. For the purposes of this

example, we will select our target zoo subject to be a rodent species

that is common prey to snakes with pit organs.

Next, we assess the influence of the selected exhibit’s character-

istics on the affordances of AR by conducting the activities involved

with the exhibit affordances stage. We have chosen a rodent that

is nocturnal and housed in a dimly lit enclosure with a glass barrier

(physical characteristics - lighting and exhibit barriers respectively).

The chosen animal is also shy and prefers to hide behind foliage

(contextual characteristic - animal behaviour). As there is less op-

portunity for users to view the real rodent and because the aim of

the AR application is to educate about snakes with pit organs, there

is less need to consider how AR detracts visual attention from the

rodent. This affords the presentation of rich 3D visualizations in AR

that can be highly controlled to demonstrate the utility of pit organs.

Additionally, the glass barrier enables AR content to be registered

inside the enclosure, or on the animal. Further, as a side-effect of

being less visible, the rodent’s exhibit is not crowded with visitors

and is relatively quiet (contextual characteristics - crowd density

and noise), which affords the incorporation of interactive and au-

ditory design elements. However, the size of the visitor viewing

location (physical characteristic - viewing area size) is small and

therefore prevents the use of highly dynamic interactions.

Lastly, we can conduct the activities related to the design elements
stage while considering the aggregated insights gained through the

application goal and exhibit affordances stages of the framework.

The target zoo subject, target setting and application goal has deter-

mined the exhibit where we will deploy the AR application, in this

case the exhibit of a prey species to snakes with pit organs. As the

target visitor is set to individual users, design elements encouraging

social behaviour can be used (for example, amongst different indi-

vidual users) but should be optional. The physical and contextual

characteristics of the exhibit housing the rodent requires design

that involves less physical actions (viewing area size and crowd

density), that can use both auditory and visual content (presenta-

tion type), and that can cause users to visually focus on the AR

content. Furthermore, we can include both implicit (perspective

visualization of the rodents from the snake’s point of view) and/or

explicit (auditory explanation of snake’s behaviour with pit organs)

information. Given these insights, we illustrate two example AR

applications based on the insights gained through the activities

involved in our framework.

In the first instance, we include design elements related to per-
spective, visual content type, and minimal interactivity (physical

actions) to enable users to swap between human vision and in-

frared thermal vision (which is most akin to what pit organs allow)

to view a virtual rodent (figure 4a). The envisaged application would

enable visitors to move around the virtual rodent while wearing an

AR headset, in order to view the animal from different angles with

both human vision and infrared thermal vision. This would enable

users to understand how the snake perceives such prey. Swapping

between the different vision types can also encourage users to com-

pare, and better understand, the differences between human vision

and that of snakes with pit organs. While not designed specifically

for sociality, educators could also leverage the experiential nature

of the application to enable students to form their own hypotheses

about pit organs and discuss or correct these hypotheses as the

student engages with the application.

Alternatively, including design elements related to perspective,
visual content type, minimal interactivity, game elements, social
and visual focus on the real animal, can result in a vastly different

experience (figure 4b). In this case, we incorporate animal detection

features — made possible by modern AR devices
10

— to enable

users to scan for real rodents in the exhibit and overlay a thermal

filter on the rodent, replicating the function of a pit organ. As we

identified the rodent to be shy and nocturnal, it may be challenging

to detect for users, but can be assisted by object recognition and the

thermal image overlay. Including game elements, such as enabling

users to use pit organs (thermal vision) for a limited amount of

time to search for as many rodents as they can while competing

against a timer (no social behaviour) or against other visitors (social

behaviour), could also engage users and further highlight the utility

of the pit organs.

6.2 Example 2: Multilingual Access + Digital

Keeper Talks

A challenge identified by zoo stakeholders during our workshop

pertains to enabling multilingual and anytime access to keeper

talks (section 3). Stakeholders saw an opportunity to leverage the

visual and auditory presentation capabilities of AR to address this

challenge by enabling visitors to access digital keeper talks at any

time. This challenge of presenting information in zoos is not unique

to keeper talks, but extends to the presentation of animal details on

the information boards placed outside zoo exhibits (which was pri-

marily in English for the zoo we visited). Therefore, in this example,

we demonstrate how our framework can be used to design a solu-

tion for the specified challenge by starting from the ‘Application

Goal’ stage of our framework.

First, our current knowledge dictates that the target visitor type
refers to in-situ visitors who may not be able to attend keeper talks

at the scheduled times, and/or are non-native speakers of the lan-

guage used for keeper talks and zoo signage. The objective of the

application is to enhance existing experiences through more accessi-

ble zoo content related to education and awareness for visitors. For

10
https://docs.snap.com/lens-studio/references/guides/lens-features/machine-

learning/model-zoo/
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Figure 5: This idea shows an implemented AR prototype application that enables visitors to access multilingual information

about animals by scanning the animal’s picture on zoo signage placed outside the exhibit. From left to right; a) the app can

detect and classify animal images from signage, b) after an animal image is detected, the user can make an open palm gesture to

begin viewing AR content, c) the app presents educational information via 3D content, audio and text, and d) the app translates

relevant information into a different language using AR captions. The 3D digital animal can be rotated to enable viewing from

different angles.

this example, we set the target zoo subjects to animals that are not

currently on display, which was another challenge uncovered by

our workshop. These insights are drawn from the application goal
stage of our framework.

Next we perform the activities described in the design elements
stage. As the target animals are not on display, we can design ap-

plications that allow visitors to visually focus on the AR through

explicit presentation of visual content while providing audio for
keeper talks (presentation type). Social elements can be incorporated

to enable shared experiences between visitors. However, for this ex-

ample, we choose to design a solution that visitors can engage with

individually. Additionally, we choose to include minimal physical
actions (hand gestures and touch manipulations) to enable visitors

to interact with the AR content presentations.

Finally, we engage with the exhibit affordances stage in our frame-

work and determine that the crowd density and noise are low as a

consequence of designing for an exhibit where the animal is not on

display. The absence of the housed animal also suggests that the

animal’s behaviour will not influence the design of our application

in this example. Physical exhibit characteristics such as lighting will
depend on the specific exhibit that house animals currently not on

display, and as such may vary. As we have chosen to include both

auditory and visual content during the design elements stage of the
framework, we can adjust the type of content to be presented based

on lighting conditions in specific exhibits (opting for more auditory

content if lighting hinders visual presentations). Viewing area size
will have less influence on the design of this application as minimal

physical actions will be used. Additionally, we choose to display

the AR content in close proximity to the zoo’s signage about the

animal. As our decisions so far place the AR content outside of the

animal enclosure, exhibit barriers are less of a consideration aside

from safety concerns (for example, no physical actions near a low

fence and moat exhibit).

We demonstrate the feasibility of the AR application designed

through this example with the help of an implemented prototype.

The prototype is a Snapchat-based AR application developed us-

ing the Snap Lens Studio
11
. The application, shown in Figure 5,

enables visitors to detect animal images on zoo signage using an-

imal detection features
12
. Then, gesture and touch interactions

enable users to reveal a digital version of the animal, start and stop

information presentations, rotate the digital animal to view it from

different angles, and present textual translations for the presented

information. The prototype is intended to showcase the feasibility

of implementing AR applications designed with the help of our

framework.

7 GENERAL DISCUSSION

This paper aimed to support the design of diverse and meaningful

AR applications to enhance the zoo experience. Our key contribu-

tion is a novel design framework that is grounded in an analysis of

previous research on technology at the zoo, observations of real-

world zoo exhibits, and expert input from zoo personnel. We offer

the design framework as a flexible tool for navigating key deci-

sion points that are not straightforward. Our framework enables

designers to consider the application’s goal, the affordances and

11
https://ar.snap.com/lens-studio

12
https://docs.snap.com/lens-studio/references/guides/lens-features/machine-

learning/model-zoo/
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constraints of zoo exhibits, and a range of design elements when

designing AR for visitors. To demonstrate the utility of our frame-

work, we follow previous work [15, 16, 26] by presenting illustrative

examples of using our framework to design AR applications for the

zoo.

Our research underpinning the framework offers additional con-

tributions to HCI, both in terms of understanding howAR should be

deployed at the zoo and in identifying areas of opportunity. In par-

ticular, our scoping reviews revealed a wider range of opportunities

for supporting visitor engagement with AR than are currently being

used. They also highlight how design elements in AR applications

for zoos are underexplored when compared to other technologies.

Furthermore, our workshop with zoo stakeholders revealed addi-

tional challenges in the design and adoption of AR for enhancing

the zoo visitor experience. We found that key stakeholders, includ-

ing representatives responsible for visitor experience and digital

engagement, struggled to envision AR solutions that meaningfully

tackle challenges and capitalize on opportunities present in zoos.

Lastly, our field trip highlighted the importance of physical and

contextual characteristics of zoo exhibits in shaping the design of

relevant AR applications. These findings, individually, offer valu-

able insights on the current state of AR applications for zoos, the

barriers to adoption and design for zoo stakeholders, and the unique

challenges that arise from exhibit characteristics. Our framework

consolidates these insights into a flexible tool to enable the design

of AR applications that explores viable design elements, targets

relevant objectives, and considers pertinent exhibit characteristics.

The examples we present in section 6 demonstrate the use of our

framework to explore underutilized design elements while address-

ing the challenges and opportunities identified by stakeholders. For

instance, our first example (section 6.1) exemplifies how design ele-

ments related to visual perspectives can be leveraged in AR solutions

to educate visitors about an animal’s physiology and behaviours,

and foster empathy [36]. Similar applications have been explored

with virtual reality (VR) [36] and 2D displays [49, 50], but they do

not offer the same capabilities as AR in maintaining visual con-

nection with real animals (if visible) and their surroundings. Our

second example (section 6.2) demonstrates how our framework can

be used to respond to challenges and opportunities identified by zoo

stakeholders. We designed an AR application to enable multilingual

access to zoo signage and keeper talks, along with anytime access to

keeper talks. We further demonstrated the feasibility of the result-

ing design via a prototype implementation using smartphone-based

AR. These examples show how our framework supports the design

of AR applications for the zoo and also allows for flexible explo-

ration of multiple ideas around central design elements, objectives,

or exhibits.

While our framework was specifically created to support the

design of AR applications for zoo settings, we envisage that the

framework will be beneficial for a broader range of application

domains. Specifically, our framework can help practitioners in re-

sponding to the challenges of creating AR applications for real

environments that cannot be fully controlled. For instance, previ-

ous works on AR in tourism [91], cultural heritage sites [60], and

other outdoor settings [47], have reported on the limitations of

AR technology in relation to lighting conditions. Such limitations

and issues could be identified and appropriately designed for by

engaging with the ‘Assess Physical Characteristics’ and ‘Determine

Presentation’ activities in our framework prior to implementation.

Our framework could also help in identifying issues related to

excessive user attention towards content in AR (‘consider visual

focus’ activity), such as increased collision risks with real objects

in AR applications for tourism or navigation [91], and may prevent

AR that detracts from real-world exhibits and experiences [52, 77].

Similarly, adapting the ‘Exhibit Affordances’ activity to asses the

physical and contextual characteristics in museums or other infor-

mal learning settings could help illuminate new opportunities on

“how to make pedagogical use of the landscape” [8] for educational

AR applications. These examples suggest that our framework, while

not directly applicable to other application domains, may highlight

considerations and point to issues that might otherwise not be

anticipated by designers. This indicates the framework’s broader

utility, and the potential avenues for expanding it to serve other

application domains.

7.1 Limitations & Future Work

Our framework is designed to be applicable to a broad range of

zoos, and so does not include specific application goal(s), exhibit

affordances, or design elements. We conduct our on-site research at

a site considered to be a typical modern zoo, but we acknowledge

that the framework’s broad applicability should be assessed in other

zoos that may have different objectives and exhibit characteristics.

Additionally, we present two examples, with illustrations and a

prototype implementation respectively, to demonstrate the use of

our framework in generating multiple design ideas for AR applica-

tions at the zoo. This enables us to showcase the flexibility of our

framework in handling various cases [26]. However, the evaluation

of the different implemented designs generated by this framework

are areas of future work that lie beyond the scope of this paper.

Our framework aims to reduce barriers to AR adoption in zoos.

Specifically, we provide a solution to the limited range of AR applica-

tion designs for zoos. However, limitations related to AR technology

itself remain as barriers to AR adoption. These relate to surface

tracking and content registration [25, 60], small field-of-view [90],

implementation challenges [53], and usability issues, such as pos-

tural discomfort for interactions [38, 45], depth perception [1], and

muscle fatigue [43] (for head-mounted AR systems). While our

framework intentionally does not restrict design generation accord-

ing to limitations of current AR technology, such limitations are

pertinent considerations that practitioners should assess alongside

the intended designs.

Finally, as discussed in section 7, our framework can indicate de-

sign considerations for AR applications in other domains, including

tourism, cultural heritage and informal learning settings. As such,

future work could explore elements of our framework that could

be adapted to, or provide insights for, other domains of interest to

HCI.

8 CONCLUSION

This paper presented a framework to support the design of AR

applications with the goal of enhancing the zoo experience. The

framework builds upon the findings of two scoping reviews, a

workshop with zoo representatives, and a field trip. The framework
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details three activities that aid in determining the application

goal, identifying exhibit affordances in relation to AR and de-

liberating on possible and desired design elements. We detail the

processes involved in each activity and how they relate to the design

of AR applications for enhancing the zoo experience. Finally, we

demonstrate how the framework supports the generation of unique

and diverse AR applications to enhance the zoo experience based

on two examples. The framework addresses an important challenge

found during our scoping review and workshop, of enabling the

exploration of meaningful AR application designs to enhance the

zoo experience.
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